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In science, heavy metals are a toxic metal element and have high density, specific gravity or atomic weight. However, the term means something slightly different in common use, referring to any metal that is likely to cause health problems or environmental damage. Examples of heavy metals include lead, mercury and cadmium. Less
commonly, any metal that has a negative impact on health or environmental impacts can be called heavy metals, such as cobalt, chromium, lithium and even iron. According to the International Union for Pure Chemistry and Application or IUPAC, the term heavy metals can be a meaningless term because there is no standardized
definition for heavy metals. Some lightweight metals or metalloids are toxic, while some high density metals are not. For example, cadmium is generally considered a heavy metal, with an atomic number of 48 and a specific gravity of 8.65, while gold is usually non-toxic, although it has an atomic number of 79 and a specific gravity of
18.88. For a certain metal, toxicity varies widely depending on the allotrope or oxidation state of the metal. Hexavalent chromium is deadly; Trim chromium chemotherapy has nutritional significance in many organisms, including humans. Some metals, such as copper, cobalt, chromium, iron, zinc, manganese, magnesium, selenium, and
molybenum, may be dense and/or toxic, but are required micronutrients for humans or other organisms. Essential heavy metals may be needed to support important enzymes, act as cofactors, or act in reduced oxidative reactions. While necessary for health and nutrition, excessive exposure to factors can cause cell damage and disease.
Specifically, excess metal ions can interact with DNA, proteins and cellular components, altering cell cycles, leading to carcinogenesis, or cellular death. The exact degree of danger of the metal depends on a number of factors, including dosage and means of exposure. Metals affect different species. In a single species, age, gender, and
genetic predisposition all play a role in toxicity. However, some heavy metals are of serious concern because they can damage many agency systems, even at low exposure levels. These metals include: ArsenicCadmiumChromiumLeadMercury In addition to being toxic, these element metals are also known or can be carcinogenic. These
metals are common in the environment, occurring in air, food, and water. They appear naturally in water and soil. In addition, they are discharged into the environment from industrial processes. Source: Heavy Metal toxicity and environment, P.B. Tchounwou, CG Yedjou, AJ Patlolla, DJ Sutton, Molecular, Clinical and Environmental
Toxicity Volume 101 of the Experientia Supplementum series pp 133-164. Is heavy metal a meaningless term? (IUPAC Technical Report) John H. Duffus, Pure Appl. Chem., 2002, Vol. 74, 5, pp. 793-807 Listening to heavy metal is the best way to enjoy it, but it's also fun to read about artists and songs that make this category. Below is a
list of books that can be enjoyed by both no beginners and hardcore fans of metal. 'Lords Of Chaos' - Michael Moynihan. Derehensible House A disturbing story about the Norweigan black metal scene where churches were burned and people were murdered, Lords Of Chaos is a combination of real crime and heavy metals. Moynihan
delved into the background of the big players in the Norwegian context, where their actions ended up overshadowing the music. Be sure to get a newer version updating some legal proceedings. Choose death. Decibel Books Albert Mudrian is the editor of Decibel Magazine and has information to write this book. Choosing Death is a
history of death metal and grindcore, having interviews with people who were there at first. It's a great way for new fans to learn more about the genre and for veterans to discover some exciting new information. An updated hardcover version of the book was released in 2015 that included many updates from the original book along with
many new interviews. 'Sound Of The Beast' - Ian Christe. Harper Collins One of heavy metal's finest general his hiss, Sound Of The Beast covers all different genres and is very well organized. It also has easy-to-digest lists and indigestion of different sub-branches of metals. This is a book that is a great read for both those new to the
genre that want a common background of heavy metals and thicker fans that want to delve a little deeper into the history of metal. 'Louder Than Hell' - Jon Wiederhorn and Katherine Turman. Igniter Louder Than Hell is an oral history. The large tome starts at the top of the metal and includes many different genres. The stories are told by
dozens of musicians, giving it an internal look with some really interesting stories. It's a different book with many different perspectives, although there are some uns covered categories. For an overview of metal from the people who live it, this is a great genus. 'Metalion: The Slayer Mag Diaries'- - Jon Kristiansen. Bazillion Points Metalion:
The Slayer Mag Diaries gives a direct look at the early days of extreme metals, especially in Norway. It's a collection of all norway's problems' zine. The publishing house, Jon Kristiansen, became friends and confided in many musicians in the Norwegian black metal world, including Euronymous. Just the zines alone will make this book a
must own. What makes it even better is the biography information Metalion includes, such as what went into creating each problem and many personal adventures with metal bands. His views and understanding of the entire early 90s black Norwegian metal scene with church burning and murder were very interesting. 'Fargo Rock City' -
Chuck Klosterman. Scribner Klosterman grew up in the small north Dakota town as a needle fan Heavy. This is a combined autobiography and lesson in metal history. Compelling stories, sometimes funny and always Coming from the same region of the world and growing up in the same era makes this one really hit home for me. He went
on to write many other books, many of which have music involved, but this is still at his best. 'The Dirt' - Motley Crue. Harper Collins It's hard to believe that the members of Motley Crue are still alive, let alone making music, after you read their escapades in this book. Dirt is packed with relentless deity and wonderful stories of dethly. From
their early days on the Sunset Strip to their explosion in the late 90s, this is a fascinating book. Many members of the band including Nikki Sixx, Tommy Lee and Vince Neil wrote their own autobiographies. While they are all worthwhile readings, they don't measure up to The Awesome Dirt. 'Swedish Dead Metal' - Daniel Ekeroth. Bazillion
Point If you want to know the history of Swedish dead metal from those who live it, Swedish Death Metal is a mandatory read. It was written by Daniel Ekeroth, a Swedish musician who is in Insision and Tyrant. He underwent the birth and development of Swedish death metal, first as a fan and then as a musician. Many music books don't
really talk much about music, but focus primarily on personality. Swedish Death Metal does a great job with both. Ekeroth interviewed most people who were there at the beginning of the birth of swedish dead metal, and their views and memories are invaluable. D. Randall Blythe - Dark Days: Memoirs. Da Capo Press In 2012, Lamb of
God front man Randy Blythe was arrested in Prague, Czech Republic when the band went there to perform. He had been charged with manslaughter in the death of a fan at a show a few years earlier. Blythe writes about being detained in Dark Days: A Memoir. Blythe is a talented musician, and also a talented writer. He wrote the book
without a collaborator or ghostwriter, and despite nearly 500 pages long, was a fairly quick and extremely engrossing reader. He touches on other aspects of his life that provide insight into his Czech experience, but this is not a typical autobiography that chronicles his entire life. 'Black Metal: Beyond The Darkness' - Various authors. Black
Dog Publishing There have been numerous books and countless articles published on early Norwegian scenes, with murders and church burns overshadowing music. Black Metal: Beyond The Darkness goes beyond that and explores other aspects of the genre. The best essay in the book is nathan T. Birk's first essay: South of Helvete
(And East of Eden). He looked at ignored but hugely important black metal scenes in Eastern Europe and Southern Europe in the 90s. 'Justice For All: The Truth About Metallica' - Joel McIver. Omnibus Press Unauthorized biographies tend to give a more balanced image than the officially sanctioned version. McIver interview dozens and
dozens of musicians, friends, family members and colleagues to get a truly detailed history of Metallica. Metallica had a ton of books about them over the years, and there are a lot of good ones. McIver is an excellent writer and this is one of the best. 'Top 500 heavy metal albums of all time' - Martin Popoff. ECW Press Popoff is perhaps
the most respected metal journalist out there, and has interviewed most of the artists mentioned in the book. The top 500 heavy metal albums of all time is a subjective list that is a great topic for debate. It's also a great source for newer fans to discover some of the best albums in the genre's history. Popoff has also written a book about
the 500 best metal songs, along with several other books on the metal genre that are worth looking for and reading. Read.
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